
Save time, minimize errors, and cut cost with a more efficient process

When your flight department utilizes e-Invoicing, the manual data process is replaced with a 

more efficient form of invoice data collection. Everyone’s staff is overworked, so why waste 

valuable time with manual processes that can be easily automated? World Fuel’s e-Invoice 

solution streamlines the invoice and coding process by electronically importing invoices into your 

accounting system, eliminating the process of manual data entry and providing GL coding that 

is tailored to your operation. You save valuable time and gain a better understanding of how and 

where you spend. 

Key Advantages

• Customized invoice feed - Invoices are provided in a file format that can be automatically 
processed by your accounting systems so invoice detail data is imported with ease. 

• Accurate data - Errors often arise when data is manually keyed in. Customized invoices 
can be easily uploaded to avoid translating PDF invoices, coding errors, and even duplicate 
payments caused by duplicate entries. 

• Understand and manage expenses - With a faster process and data tailored to your 
company, you have the ability to analyze your spending data and better control expenses. 

• Faster processing - Because data can be imported into your accounting system and your 
customized GL coding is automated, your operation saves time that was once wasted on 
manual data entry. 

• Lower cost - The manual process of invoicing via emailed PDFs can cost up to $25 each 
time you manually process. Virtually eliminate this cost with World Fuel e-Invoices. 
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Want to know more?
Contact our experts to get started. 



Implementing e-Invoicing gives your flight department access to a more efficient method of 

invoice data extraction. 

World Fuel works with your accounting and technology organization to develop the right 

invoice file type that can be uploaded directly into your accounting package. Our standard data 

load options are weekly or monthly; however, other custom options are available. We handle 

translating our line item codes to yours, so information is seamlessly uploaded into your 

accounting system.

A simple process to get started
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